Author Talk & Book Signing with Korrine Holt

With many demands on our time and distractions abound, how can we set the stage for inspired creativity? Is there something you’ve thought about creating but have discounted or procrastinated?

Korrine Holt, author of “Poetic Ascension,” draws upon decades of experience as a creative in many contexts to foster empowered creativity in others. Echoing through the vibrant pages of art and poetry is an invitation for readers to tap the part of themselves that is greater than their circumstances and to authentically commit to their unique creative genius. Enjoy 40+ original artworks and poems.

There will be time for questions and answers and additional entertainment of her poetry integrated with music as short multi-media films called “Poetry with Benefits.”
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As a creative teacher and guide for well-being, Korrine Holt draws upon her experiences as an artist, certified life coach, and executive coach for leaders and teams. With clients ranging from CEO’s to at-risk teens and college students, she helps people resolve hardships and attune to empowered creativity in service to their health, relationships, and purpose.

For more information, visit: AttunetoLove.com & EmpoweredPublicity.com